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    Lubrication Management
    
    	
    Proportional Mixing
    Proportional Mixing
Precise blending of lubricants sets the foundation for an effective lubrication management solution….learn more

    	
    CPM-1 Controls Package 
    CPM-1 Controls Package 
Used on our traditional mixing unit when a lower volume of lube is required.  Typically used when one dilution ratio is required.  Manual dial adjustment of ratio on pump.

    	
    Pro-Mix I
    Pro-Mix I
Designed as an individual mixer utilizing dosing pump, capable of supporting one or multiple machines running the same dilution ratio with typical output of 100 gpm continuous.


	
    Pro-Mix GT
    Pro-Mix GT
Purpose built for graphite lubrication applications and utilizing an electric motor for lubricant mixing and capable of supporting one or multiple machines running the same dilution ratio.





	
    CPM-3 Controls Package 
    CPM-3 Controls Package 
PLC driven system with digital readout display of ratio. Multiple ratios easily obtained through the variable dial control.  Perfect for several ratios in a small pressroom environment.

    	
    Pro-Mix II
    Pro-Mix II
Mixes one different lubricant via powerful drive assembly. Supports multiple machines running the same dilution ratio with typical output of 75-150 gpm. 2.5g storage accumulator and 15g holding tanks.


	
    Pro-Mix III
    Pro-Mix III
Mixes one different lubricant via powerful drive assembly.  Supports multiple machines running the same dilution ratio with typical output of 75-150 gpm.   7.5g storage accumulator and 20g holding tanks.





	
    CPM-5 Controls Package
    CPM-5 Controls Package
Full-functioning HMI system through PLC panel that sets and monitors your dilution ratio.  Digital censoring of critical capacities.  Used in small settings or for plant-wide distribution.

    	
    Pro-Mix™ V
    Pro-Mix™ V
Mixes one different lubricant via powerful drive assembly.  Refills all reservoirs on demand with safety shut-off when low.  Used in small settings or plant-wide distribution with typical output of 15-250 gpm.





	
    Pro-Mix Optional Features
    Pro-Mix Optional Features
With these options, your Pro-Mix system can mix multiple lubricants to different ratios, dispense your desired ratio to a container size of your choice, or blend graphite lubricant with water.





	
    Application
    Application
Proper application of lubricants is absolutely essential to realizing its benefits more than any other aspect of lubrication management….Learn more

    	
    Spra-Rite Advantage
    Spra-Rite Advantage
An on-line, data-driven electronic collection device that gathers information on lubricant flow for each nozzle from start to finish.


	
    Spray
    Spray
SPRA-RITE™ airless lubricant application systems feature independently controlled, electronically operated injector valves for controlling nozzles.

    	
    Low Pressure Pedestal
    Low Pressure Pedestal
Apply lubricants with precision using our PLC driven-HMI controlled Beta electronics package. For use with low viscosity dilution ratios (


	
    High Pressure Pedestal
    High Pressure Pedestal
Application of thick, emulsified lubricants at rich dilution ratios with our PLC driven-HMI controlled BETA electronics package. For use with of high viscosity (400


	
    Ultra Lube
    Ultra Lube
Application of ultra-high viscosity dilution ratios with use of air-atomized spray nozzles with our PLC driven-HMI controlled BETA electronics package.  For use with ultra-high viscosity (up to 800 cps).





	
    Roll Coat (Metal Forming)
    Roll Coat (Metal Forming)
Apply lubrication to coil or blank stock with a smooth and consistent coating that will ensure proper functionality of your stamping process.

    	
    Roll Coater
    Roll Coater
Dispenses your desired lube volume to our roller where it is transferred to the surface of the raw coil or blank steel ready for stamping.


	
    Ultra-Coat Spray Box
    Ultra-Coat Spray Box
This non-contact spray system applies lubricant to the stock prior to the stamping process.  As the coil flows through the 'box', lube is sprayed via independently controlled nozzles. 





	
    Vertical Reciprocating
    Vertical Reciprocating
The machine mounts on the press platens above the die area and vertically traverses to spray die area.

    	
    SRL-250 'Linear' Vertical Reciprocator
    SRL-250 'Linear' Vertical Reciprocator
Linear type to spray die area with lube.  Typically used in presses up to 600 tons.  For use with lighter standard spray manifold such as straight bar types with several spray heads for control of one lube zone.


	
    SRL-4000 'Linear' Vertical Reciprocator
    SRL-4000 'Linear' Vertical Reciprocator
Linear type to spray die area with lube. Typically used in presses up to 2500 tons.  For use with much heavier, large spray manifolds such as picture frame types loaded with spray heads.


	
    SR-1155 & SR-1165 'Articulating' Vertical Reciprocator
    SR-1155 & SR-1165 'Articulating' Vertical Reciprocator
Articulating type to spray die area with lube.  Typically used in presses 600-1600 tons.  For use with heavier, large spray manifolds such as picture frame types loaded with spray heads.





	
    Horizontal Reciprocating
    Horizontal Reciprocating
Traverses laterally into die area and applies lube and air with precise volume control via our custom designed spray manifolds.


	
    Spra-Rite™ Portable Spray Systems
    Spra-Rite™ Portable Spray Systems
A turnkey lubrication solution that ensures stable, homogenous graphite lubricant mixes combined with built-in delivery for application of a fine atomized lubricant, with full HMI controls.





	
    Reclamation
    Reclamation
Our RECLAIM-PRO™ fluid purification systems, are known for reducing lubrication requirements by as much as 70% while also decreasing machine downtime….Learn more

    	
    Reclaim Pro-5
    Reclaim Pro-5
Portable system designed for smaller shops with 0.3 to 0.7 gallons per minute output.


	
    Reclaim Pro-11
    Reclaim Pro-11
Fixed system designed for 0.6 to 1 gallons per minute output.


	
    Reclaim Pro-22
    Reclaim Pro-22
Fixed system with medium duty offering 2.4 to 4 gallons per minute output.


	
    Reclaim Pro-33
    Reclaim Pro-33
Fixed system with heavy duty offering for 5 to 10 gallons per minute output.





	
    Components
    Components
Industrial Innovations manufactures and distributes high quality standard and custom parts for lubrication systems with many available for same day shipping.

    	
    Injector System Process Controller
    Injector System Process Controller
Spra-Rite HMI Controls utilize an interface to define, manage, and store the critical process variables associated with the control of lubricant application. 


	
    Custom Injector Manifold Assembly
    Custom Injector Manifold Assembly
SPRA-RITE injector manifold assemblies include the manifold, pressure regulator, injectors, and injector coils.

    	
    Bar & Dual Bar
    Bar & Dual Bar
Manufactured at Industrial Innovations, our manifolds are custom designed for your application and are offered in many configurations.





	
    3-Port Selector Manifold
    3-Port Selector Manifold
Our Spra-Rite 3-port selector manifold mounts directly on your press and lets you easily switch from between two different lubricant choices electronically. 


	
    Zero-Drip Die-Mount Nozzle Assembly
    Zero-Drip Die-Mount Nozzle Assembly
These spray assemblies allow for proper lubrication to the material, while saving on unnecessary loss of lubricant. For use with low-viscosity fluids.


	
    Zero-Drip Z-Series Nozzles
    Zero-Drip Z-Series Nozzles
These spray nozzles allows for proper lubrication to the material with virtually zero drip.  Paired with swivel clamp and magnetic base.  For use with low-viscosity fluids.


	
    Ultra Lube Application Nozzles
    Ultra Lube Application Nozzles
These nozzles use compressed air for liquid atomization within the nozzle to then be sprayed at the required velocity. For use with high viscosity fluids.


	
    Quick Release Spray Manifolds
    Quick Release Spray Manifolds
This Multi-Connection Manifold enables "one-click" disconnect and connect of multiple hoses to simplify lube line hookup and reduce die changeover time.


	
    Spray Heads
    Spray Heads
These products are most often mounted on our bar type or picture frame manifolds with multiple different types of layouts that best suit your requirements. 

    	
    Advance SH-3000 Dual Head
    Advance SH-3000 Dual Head
'Dual' Spray Heads is our standard configuration with one nozzle on each side and manual volume adjustment needles or have the nozzles all installed on either side.


	
    Advance SH-3004 Quad Head
    Advance SH-3004 Quad Head
‘Quad Spray Heads are a step-up with two nozzles on each side with manual volume adjustment needles, or have the option of having the nozzles all installed on either side.





	
    Spray Wands
    Spray Wands
Spray Wands are a good solution for your manual lubricating needs. With numerous different angle and length options, these tools will suit your requirements for any job.
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    Die Casting
    Die Casting


    	
    Ladlers
    Ladlers



	
    Tip Lubers
    Tip Lubers
Tip Lubing Systems ensures repeatable results for sleeve operation.


	
    Cooling Conveyors
    Cooling Conveyors



	
    Shot Sleeve Reconditioning
    Shot Sleeve Reconditioning



	
    Vertical Reciprocators
    Vertical Reciprocators



	
    Die Cast Consumables 
    Die Cast Consumables 


    	
    Advance™ Shot Sleeves
    Advance™ Shot Sleeves



	
    Advance™ Die Clamps
    Advance™ Die Clamps



	
    Advance™ Quick-Change Ladle Cups
    Advance™ Quick-Change Ladle Cups
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    Advance™ Plunger Rods
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    Advance™ Plunger Tips
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